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Abstract—The variation between images obtained with different scanners or different imaging protocols presents a major challenge in automatic segmentation of biomedical images. This variation especially hampers the application of otherwise successful supervised-learning techniques which, in order to perform well, often require a large amount of labeled training data that is exactly representative of the target data.

We therefore propose to use transfer learning for image segmentation. Transfer-learning techniques can cope with differences in distributions between training and target data, and therefore may improve performance over supervised learning for segmentation across scanners and scan protocols. We present four transfer classifiers that can train a classification scheme with only a small amount of representative training data, in addition to a larger amount of other training data with slightly different characteristics. The performance of the four transfer classifiers was compared to that of standard supervised classification on two MRI brain-segmentation tasks with multi-site data: white matter, gray matter, and CSF segmentation; and white-matter/MS-lesion segmentation.

The experiments showed that when there is only a small amount of representative training data available, transfer learning can greatly outperform common supervised-learning approaches, minimizing classification errors by up to 60%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Segmentation of biomedical images plays a crucial role in many medical imaging applications, forming an important step in enabling quantification in medical research and clinical practice. Since manual segmentation is very time consuming and prone to intra- and inter-observer variations, a variety of techniques have been developed to perform segmentation automatically.

Many successful approaches to automatic segmentation rely on voxelwise classification by supervised-learning techniques. In supervised learning (manually) labeled training data is used to train a classification scheme for the target data. First, features are extracted from the training and target data, after which a classifier is trained. This classifier can then be used to segment the target data into the different tissue classes, based on the extracted features.

Examples of successful voxelwise-classification methods can, among many other applications, be found in brain-tissue segmentation, lesion segmentation, cartilage segmentation, and plaque segmentation. Anbeek et al. [1] performed brain-tissue segmentation by a kNN classifier with intensity and spatial features. The same classification framework was also used for segmentation of white-matter lesions [2]. Geremia et al. [14] performed MS-lesion segmentation with a spatial decision forest classifier on local and context features. Here, local features consisted of voxel intensities, while context features consisted of mean intensities of a three-dimensional box around the voxel. Folkesson et al. [12] performed knee-cartilage segmentation with a kNN classifier with intensity and spatial features, as well as intensity after convolution with a Gaussian, and first-, second-, and third-order derivative features. Liu et al. [18] performed plaque-component segmentation by first performing a voxelwise classification with a Parzen classifier on features like intensity and distance to the lumen. Next, the region boundaries were determined with an active-contour model in order to eliminate isolated voxels.

In order for supervised-learning algorithms to perform well, the used training data needs to be representative of the target data. However, in medical image segmentation a sufficient amount of exactly representative manually labeled training data is often not available because of between-patient variability or because images are acquired with different scanners and/or different scan protocols.

We propose to perform segmentation through a different type of machine learning, called transfer learning. Transfer-learning algorithms exploit similarities between different classification problems or datasets to facilitate the construction of a new classification model. They possess the ability of supervised-learning algorithms to capture class-specific knowledge in the training phase without requiring exactly representative training data. Except for a preliminary study presented in [35], to the best of our knowledge transfer learning has not yet been applied to medical image segmentation.

The purpose of our study was to investigate whether transfer-learning techniques can improve upon regular supervised segmentation of images obtained with different scan protocols. We compare the performance of four transfer classifiers with that of standard supervised-learning classifiers. All four transfer classifiers use training data from sources other than the target source, which was acquired with different scan protocols and at different scanners, as well as a small amount of representative training data from the target source acquired with the same protocol as the target data. We performed experiments on voxelwise MRI brain-tissue segmentation and
white-matter-lesion segmentation.

This paper is organized as follows: first some background information on transfer learning is given in Section II. Section III describes the four transfer classifiers we used. Section IV describes the experiments. Section V-A presents the performance of the four classifiers on brain-tissue segmentation, and Section V-B on MS-lesion and white-matter-lesion segmentation. The conclusion and discussion are given in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND

Transfer learning is a relatively new form of machine learning that allows for differences between training and target domains, tasks, and distributions. This means that training and test data may follow different distributions \( P(x) \), may have different labeling functions \( P(y|x) \), may have different features, and may even consist of different classes. In the transfer-learning literature data that follows the same distribution, has the same labeling function, and the same features is often referred to as data that comes from the same source. The goal of transfer learning is to learn a classification algorithm for the target data, that benefits from already available data that originates from different sources, i.e. data that is somehow similar, but not necessarily exactly representative for the target data. This approach is opposed to that of traditional supervised-learning algorithms, which assume that training and target data come from the same source.

Pan and Yang [22] provide an overview of the transfer-learning literature, where they distinguish between three types of transfer learning: inductive transfer learning, transductive transfer learning, and unsupervised transfer learning. In this paper we are dealing with inductive transfer learning, where the training and target data may have different labeling functions \( P(y|x) \), as well as different features and/or prior distributions \( P(x) \). We assume that a small number of labeled training samples from the target source is available, the so-called same-distribution training data, and aim to transfer knowledge from a much larger amount of labeled training data that is available from sources other than the target data, the so-called different-distribution training data. Inductive transfer learning assumes that even though labeling functions vary between training and target sources, they are still somewhat similar, in such a way that different-distribution sources give some extra information in areas of the feature space where same-distribution training data is scarce.

We present four transfer classifiers that use this same- and different-distribution training data, all based on support vector machine (SVM) classification. Three of the four classifiers use sample weighting. First of all, the Weighted SVM [41], in which both same- and different-distribution training samples are used for training, the latter with a lower weight than the former. Secondly, the Reweighted SVM, which we proposed in [35], which is an extension to the Weighted SVM where iteratively the weights of misclassified different-distribution training samples are reduced. And thirdly, TrAdaBoost [7], which builds a boosting classifier for transfer learning by iteratively increasing the weights of misclassified same-distribution samples while reducing the weights of misclassified different-distribution samples. Removing misleading different-distribution samples is considered a common approach in transfer learning [17]. The fourth transfer classifier presented in this paper, Adaptive SVM [42], is not based on sample weighting. The Adaptive SVM trains an SVM on the same-distribution samples only, with the restriction that the resulting classifier should be close to an SVM on the different-distribution samples. The next section will discuss the four transfer classifiers in detail.

III. METHODS

Let \( x_i \in \mathbb{R}^n \) denote a training sample \( i \) which is a vector containing a value for each of the \( n \) features. We assume to have a total of \( N_s \) same-distribution training samples \( x^s_i \) \( (i = 1, 2, \ldots, N_s) \) with their corresponding labels \( y^s_i \). The total of all same-distribution training samples is denoted by \( T_s = \{ x^s_i, y^s_i \}_{i=1}^{N_s} \). In a similar way, the different-distribution training samples are denoted by \( T_d = \{ x^d_i, y^d_i \}_{i=1}^{N_d} \), so that there is a total training set \( T = T_s \cup T_d \) of size \( N = N_s + N_d \). For the moment we assume \( y^s_i, y^d_i \in \{1, -1\} \forall i \), but all the presented algorithms can easily be adapted to more than two classes by one-vs-one or one-vs-all classification.

We compared the performance of four transfer classifiers with the performance of the traditional SVM classifier. The traditional, soft-margin SVM by Cortes and Vapnik [6] constructs a linear decision function \( f(x) = v \cdot x + v_0 \), where \( v \) and \( v_0 \) are model parameters that have to be optimized from the data by minimizing the SVM optimization criterion:

\[
\min_v \frac{1}{2} ||v||^2 + C \sum_{i=1}^{N} \xi_i
\]

s.t. \( y_i (v^T x_i + v_0) \geq 1 - \xi_i \)

\( \xi_i \geq 0 \)

\( \forall x_i \).

In this optimization the term \( ||v||^2 \) maximizes the margin around the decision function, and \( C \sum_{i=1}^{N} \xi_i \) minimizes the number of samples that are either misclassified or lie within the margin. \( C \) is the SVM parameter to trade off between maximizing the margin and minimizing \( \sum \xi_i \), where a sample \( x_i \) receives a value \( \xi_i > 1 \) if it is misclassified, a value \( 0 < \xi_i \leq 1 \) if it is correctly classified but lies within the margin, and a value \( \xi_i = 0 \) otherwise.

The original soft-margin SVM presented above can only produce linear decision functions. By using kernel learning one can obtain a non-linear decision function [26]. In kernel SVM a map \( \phi \) is created that maps every sample \( x_i \) into a (possibly high-dimensional) feature space \( \phi(x_i) \), where an SVM decision function \( f(x) = v \cdot \phi(x) + v_0 \) can be calculated. This results in a decision function that is linear in the new feature space \( \phi(x) \), but depending on the mapping \( \phi \) can be non-linear in the original feature space. Explicitly calculating \( \phi(x) \) however could be very expensive. Luckily, the resulting decision function \( f(x) = v \cdot \phi(x) + v_0 \) can be calculated without explicitly calculating the feature


A. Weighted SVM

Sample weighting can be incorporated in the original SVM definition by assigning a weight \( w_i \geq 0 \) to every training sample \( x_i \), which indicates the importance of the sample. The sum of all weights, \( |w| \), should equal the total number of training samples, \( N \). Incorporating sample weights in the SVM objective function results in the following objective function [4]

\[
\min_v \frac{1}{2} \|v\|^2 + C \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_i \xi_i, \tag{2}
\]

The constraints remain the same as in the traditional SVM.

Now, one way to perform transfer learning is by training a classifier on \( T \) where \( T_s \) samples receive a weight of one and \( T_d \) samples receive a weight of \( R_W \), as is also done in the transfer SVM classifier presented by Wu and Dietterich [41]. This results in the following SVM objective function:

\[
\min_v \frac{1}{2} \|v\|^2 + C R_W \sum_{i:x_i \in T_d} \xi_i + C \sum_{i:x_i \in T_s} \xi_i. \tag{3}
\]

In our experiments \( R_W \) was determined with cross validation as described in Sect. IV-A.

We will refer to this method as the Weighted SVM (WSVM).

B. Reweighted SVM

The second transfer classifier we studied is a transfer SVM we presented in a preliminary workshop paper [35]. This algorithm is an adaptation of the Weighted SVM that performs \( N_{it} \) iterations in which the weights of misclassified \( T_d \) samples are decreased in order to reduce the influence of \( T_d \) samples that contradict the rest of the data. This algorithm is a hybrid between the WSVM and TrAdaBoost, which is described in the next subsection.

The algorithm starts by giving each sample \( x_i \) a weight

\[
w^1_i = \begin{cases} R_R & \text{for } x_i \in T_d \\ 1 & \text{for } x_i \in T_s \end{cases}, \tag{4}
\]

where similar to \( R_W \) in the WSVM the optimal value for \( R_R \) was set with cross validation. Then a total of \( N_{it} \) iterations are performed where for each iteration \( t = 1, 2, \ldots, N_{it} \) first the weights are normalized to sum up to \( N \)

\[
w^t = \frac{w^t}{\|w^t\|}. \tag{5}
\]

A weighted SVM classifier \( f^t(x) \) is calculated from \( T \) and \( w^t \), and the weights for the next iteration are determined by

\[
w^{t+1} = \begin{cases} w^t_i & \text{for } x_i \in T_s \\ \beta w^t_i |f^t(x_i) - y_{i}| & \text{for } (x_i, y_i) \in T_d \end{cases}, \tag{6}
\]

where \( \beta = 1/(1 + \sqrt{2\ln N_d/N_{it}}) \). This value equals the value used in the TrAdaBoost algorithm, and is derived from AdaBoost [13]. The final classifier is the weighted SVM with the weights from the last iteration.

We made a small adaptation to the algorithm presented in [35] to make it more robust. A disadvantage of reducing the weights of the \( T_d \) samples is that it can dis balance the classes, since reduction of weights may happen more in one class than in the other. This is undesirable because it will change the priors of the classes, which will shift the classifier towards the class with the lowest total weight. This problem was solved by in each iteration \( t \) normalizing the weights of the different classes, so that

\[
\sum_{i:y_i=1} w^{t+1}_i = \sum_{i:y_i=1} w^t_i \quad \text{and} \quad \sum_{i:y_i=-1} w^{t+1}_i = \sum_{i:y_i=-1} w^t_i \tag{7}
\]

The resulting algorithm will be referred to as the Reweighted SVM (RSVM).

C. Transfer AdaBoost

The third transfer classifier we studied is Transfer AdaBoost [7] (TrAdaBoost), which is based on AdaBoost [13]. Like AdaBoost, TrAdaBoost is an iterative algorithm that reduces and increases the weights of training samples according to the outcome of a classifier. The final classifier is obtained by a weighted majority vote of the resulting classifiers.

The TrAdaBoost algorithm is trained on \( T \) where each sample \( x_i \) is given an initial weight \( w^1_i \), which in our experiments was set with cross validation. In each iteration \( t = 1, 2, \ldots, N_{it} \) the weights \( w^t \) are normalized to sum up to one, and a weighted classifier \( f^t(x) \) is trained. The weights for the next iteration are then determined by

\[
w^{t+1} = \begin{cases} w^t_i & \text{for } x_i \in T_s \\ \beta w^t_i |f^t(x_i) - y_{i}| & \text{for } (x_i, y_i) \in T_d \end{cases}, \tag{8}
\]

for \( \beta = 1/(1 + \sqrt{2\ln N_d/N_{it}}) \). Note that the weights of misclassified \( T_d \) samples are reduced by \( \beta \), as in the Reweighted SVM, whereas the weights of misclassified \( T_s \) samples are increased by \( \beta \), which is not the case in the Reweighted SVM, but is done in AdaBoost. After \( N_{it} \) iterations the final classification is determined by a weighted majority vote of the last \( \left[ \frac{N_{it}}{2} \right] \) classifiers \( f^t(x) \):

\[
f(x) = \begin{cases} 1, & \prod_{t=\left[\frac{N_{it}}{2}\right]}^{N_{it}} \beta_t^{-f^t(x)} \geq 1 \\ -1, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}, \tag{9}
\]

where \( \beta_t = \frac{\epsilon_t}{1-\epsilon_t} \), with \( \epsilon_t \) the error of \( f^t(x) \) on the \( T_s \) samples multiplied by the weight of each \( T_s \) sample:

\[
\epsilon_t = \sum_{i:(x_i, y_i) \in T_s} \frac{w^t_i |f^t(x_i) - y_{i}|}{\sum_{i:(x_i, y_i) \in T_s} w^t_i}. \tag{10}
\]
This leads to a final classifier \( f(x) \) in which the intermediate classifiers \( f^t(x) \) that have a good performance on the \( T_s \) samples are given a large weight.

### D. Adaptive SVM

The fourth transfer classifier is based on a different approach than the previous three. Instead of adding the \( T_d \) samples as training samples, one could also train a separate classifier on the \( T_d \) samples, and use this classifier to regularize a classifier trained on the \( T_s \) samples. This idea is presented in the Adaptive SVM [42] (A-SVM). First a regular SVM on the \( T_d \) samples is trained, resulting in a different-distribution classifier \( f^d(x) \). This classifier is then adapted to the target data by training a “delta function”, \( \Delta f(x) \), which adapts \( f^d(x) \) to obtain the final classifier \( f(x) \):

\[
\begin{align*}
    f(x) &= f^d(x) + \Delta f(x) \\
          &= f^d(x) + v^T x + v_0.
\end{align*}
\]

The parameters \( v \) and \( v_0 \) of \( \Delta f(x) \) are determined from \( T_s \) by optimizing

\[
    \min_v \frac{1}{2} \|v\|^2 + C^* \sum_{i=1}^{N} \xi_i, \quad \text{s.t.} \quad y_i(f^d(x_i) + v^T x_i + v_0) \geq 1 - \xi_i \\
    \xi_i \geq 0 \\
    \forall (x_i, y_i) \in T_s.
\]

Note that the first constraint differs from the definition of the original SVM in (1). This constraint favors an answer where the total classifier \( f(x) \) correctly classifies the \( T_s \) samples. The regularization term \( \|v\|^2 \) in the objective function on the other hand, favors an answer close to \( \Delta f(x) = 0 \), resulting in a total classifier \( f(x) \) that is close to the different-distribution classifier \( f^d(x) \). The above optimization criterion therefore results in a classifier \( f(x) \) that is close to \( f^d(x) \), but is also adapted to improve classification on the \( T_s \) samples.

Contrary to the parameter \( C \) in (1) the cost factor \( C^* \) in (13) does not balance between optimization of the margin and classification of the training samples. The role of \( C^* \) is to balance between a classifier \( f(x) \) that is close to \( f^d(x) \), and correctly classifying the \( T_s \) samples, where a higher value for \( C^* \) gives a larger weight to the \( T_s \) samples. As with the parameters in the other transfer classifiers, in our experiments \( C^* \) was set with cross validation.

Similar to the original SVM, A-SVM can also be used with kernels, by changing \( x_i \) in (12) and (13) to \( \phi(x_i) \).

An advantage of the A-SVM is that the classifier on the \( T_d \) samples only has to be calculated once, which reduces the computational load of the classifier. The memory load of the A-SVM is also lower than for the other classifiers, since all samples \( T \) need not be loaded in the memory at the same time.

### IV. Experiments

We performed experiments on segmentation through voxelwise classification on data from multiple sources acquired with different MRI scanners. We evaluated two different applications of voxelwise classification: segmentation of white matter (WM) / gray matter (GM) / cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), and white-matter-lesion (WML) and multiple-sclerosis lesion (MSL) segmentation. In both cases we compared the performance of the four transfer classifiers to that of two regular supervised-learning classifiers: a regular SVM trained on all training samples, \( T \), and an SVM trained on the same-distribution training samples, \( T_s \) only. Figure 1 schematically shows the usage of the different training sources in the different classifiers.

![Schematic figure of the Td data from sources 1 to N, the Ts data, and what training data is used in the different classifiers. The Transfer classifier classifies any of the four transfer classifiers presented.](http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~juny/AdaptSVM/)

**Figure 1.** Schematic figure of the \( T_d \) data from sources 1 to \( N \), the \( T_s \) data, and what training data is used in the different classifiers. The Transfer classifier classifies any of the four transfer classifiers presented.

#### A. Experimental Setup

Both in the WM/GM/CSF segmentations and the WML and MSL segmentations we used data from multiple sources: four for WM/GM/CSF segmentation, and three for lesion segmentation. We performed cross-validation experiments where in turn one source was selected as same-distribution source, where same-distribution training data and test data was obtained, while the data from the other sources was used as different-distribution training data.

In each experiment the performance of the four transfer classifiers was compared to the performance of the two supervised-learning classifiers. A fixed number of \( T_d \) samples was selected from the images of the different-distribution sources, while the number of \( T_s \) samples was varied, to study the influence of the amount of same distribution training data. All classifiers used exactly the same test samples and where possible the same \( T_s \) and \( T_d \) training samples.

All six classifiers were based on SVM classification with a Gaussian kernel. For the regular SVM and the weighted SVMs in WSVM, R SVM and TrAdaBoost an implementation in LIBSVM [4] was used. For A-SVM we used an adaptation to the LIBSVM algorithm by the authors of the A-SVM paper\(^1\).

For the R SVM we chose \( N_{it} = 20 \), which is enough to achieve convergence. For TrAdaBoost we set \( N_{it} = 100 \), which should be sufficient according to [7].

For each source, suitable values for the SVM parameter \( C \) and the kernel parameter \( \gamma \) were determined with grid search

---

\(^1\)http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~juny/AdaptSVM/
All four transfer classifiers have a transfer parameter that has to be tuned according to the data: for WSVM the ratio $R_W$, for RSVM the ratio $R_{Rt}$, for TrAdaBoost the initial weights $w^1$ of the $T_d$ samples, and for A-SVM the parameter $C^*$. For each of the sources this was done on the available $T_d$ samples. Note that in all experiments $T_d$ consisted of data from multiple sources. Each of the different-distribution sources was in turn selected as same-distribution source, where $T_s$ training data and test data was selected, while the other different-distribution source/sources were used to extract $T_d$ samples. In each experiment the transfer parameter optimizing the accuracy was recorded. The final parameters were obtained by averaging over the optimal parameters obtained for each of the different-distribution sources.

All images were corrected for non-uniformity using the N4 method [30], and basic image normalization was performed by a range-matching procedure that scaled the intensities such that the voxels between the 4th and the 96th percentage in intensity within the brain mask were mapped between zero and one. In each of the sources the features were normalized to zero mean and unit standard deviation.

For both applications the performance is reported in learning curves, showing the accuracy of the six classifiers as a function of the used number of $T_s$ samples.

### B. Brain-Tissue Segmentation Experiments

The segmentation of MRI brain images into the different tissues present (GM, WM, CSF) can give insight in the presence, severity, and location of brain atrophy. This can provide useful information about neuro-degenerative diseases such as dementia, as well as other brain disorders such as multiple sclerosis (MS) and schizophrenia. Many automated brain-tissue segmentation methods have been developed over the past 20 years, which are used in medical research as well as in the clinic.

In our experiments we performed brain-tissue segmentation by three-class voxelwise classification within a manually selected brain mask. Within this brain mask every voxel was classified as either WM, GM, or CSF.

1) **Data Description:** MR images with corresponding manual segmentations from the following four sources were used:

1. 6 T1-weighted images from the Rotterdam Scan Study [16], acquired with a 1.5T GE scanner with $0.49 \times 0.49 \times 0.80 \text{ mm}^3$ voxel size
2. 12 half-Fourier acquisition single-shot turbo spin echo (HASTE) images scanned with a HASTE-Odd protocol (inversion time = 4400 ms, TR = 2800 ms, TE = 29 ms) from the Rotterdam Scan Study [16], acquired with a 1.5T Siemens scanner with $1.25 \times 1 \times 1 \text{ mm}^3$ voxel size. These HASTE-Odd images have image contrast comparable to inverted T1 intensity.
3. 18 T1-weighted images from the Internet Brain Segmentation Repository (IBSR) [40], acquired with an unknown scanner, with voxel sizes between $0.84 \times 0.84 \times 1.5 \text{ mm}^3$ and $1 \times 1 \times 1.5 \text{ mm}^3$
4. 20 T1-weighted images from the IBSR [40], 10 acquired with a 1.5T Siemens scanner, 10 acquired with a 1.5T GE scanner, all with $1 \times 3.1 \times 1 \text{ mm}^3$ voxel size

All four sources used different scanners and different scanning parameters. Figure 3 shows a slice of an image from each of the four sources. The HASTE-Odd images were inverted prior to classification, because of their inverted tissue intensities compared to the T1-weighted images.

2) **Features:** To study the influence of the number of features, we performed classification on two different feature sets. The first feature set consisted of four features:

- The intensity
- The $x$, $y$, and $z$ coordinate of the voxel, divided by the maximum width, length and height of the brain.

The second feature set consisted of 13 features – the four features mentioned above, together with nine scale-space features:

- The intensity after convolution with a Gaussian kernel with $\sigma = 1$, $2$, and $3 \text{ mm}^3$
- The gradient magnitude of the intensity after convolution with a Gaussian kernel with $\sigma = 1$, $2$, and $3 \text{ mm}^3$
- The absolute value of the Laplacian of the intensity after convolution with a Gaussian kernel with $\sigma = 1$, $2$, and $3 \text{ mm}^3$.

3) **Train and Test Sets:** From the same-distribution source in turn one image was selected, where between 3 (1 for every class) and 200 $T_s$ samples were selected randomly, while the other images in the source were used as test images. For training a total of 1500 $T_d$ training samples per source were selected randomly from all images of the three different-distribution sources. From each of the test images 4000 random samples were selected, on which the accuracy was evaluated. Mean classification errors were obtained by performing multiple experiments where every image in the source was once selected as training image.

4) **Comparison with Existing Methods:** To compare the performance of our SVM classification framework with that of existing methods, complete image segmentations were obtained and compared against manual segmentations and segmentations obtained with SPMSs [3]. SPMS is a state-of-the-art brain-tissue-segmentation tool. It performs automatic segmentation based on mixture of Gaussians with incorporation of tissue probability maps of the three tissues, that are non-linearly registered to the target image, and intensity non-uniformity estimation. The segmentation is determined with the expectation-maximization algorithm.

Evaluations were performed with the Dice coefficient [10] on the WM, GM, and CSF. The Dice coefficient is defined as

$$\text{Dice} = \frac{2 \text{TP}}{2 \text{TP} + \text{FP} + \text{FN}},$$

where TP denotes the true positives, FP the false positives, and FN the false negatives.

The performance on the data from Source 4 was compared to that of several other automatic techniques as reported in literature. For this, the Tanimoto coefficient (which is also known as the Jaccard index) was used:
Note that \( TC \leq \text{Dice.} \)

5) Influence of Normalization: We also performed classification with two different types of image normalization in order to study the added value of the transfer classifiers over various normalization techniques. In the experiments mentioned above all images were normalized by a range-matching procedure which maps the 4th and the 96th percentage of intensity within the brain mask to zero and one. We studied the influence of two other normalization techniques. For the first method the minimum intensity within the brain mask is mapped to zero, and the maximum to one. This method should be less robust to outliers in intensity than mapping the 4th and 96th percentile. For the second method we performed the tenth-percentile normalization procedure of Nyúl et al. [21] within the 4th and 96th percentage of intensity. This procedure first applies a range matching which maps the 4th and 96th percentile to zero and one, and next maps every tenth percentile within zero and one to the mean intensity over all (training and target) images.

Normalization experiments were performed on 13 features with the SVM \( T_s \), SVM \( T_s \), WSVM, RSVM, and A-SVM classifier. TrAdaBoost was omitted in these experiments because of its high computational load.

C. MSL and WML Segmentation Experiments

MS is a chronic inflammatory disease that affects the white matter in the brain, resulting in the formation of WMLs. Automatic methods to segment these lesions in MRI images enable the diagnosis and monitoring of the disease without the tedious task of performing manual segmentations. WMLs also occur in individuals who do not have MS. Typically, WML load increases with age, and a higher WML load is associated with cognitive decline [9], increased risk of stroke [36], and increased risk of dementia [24]. Automatic segmentation of WMLs therefore provides useful information in these research areas, as well as for the monitoring of patients.

In our experiments we performed WML and MSL segmentation by voxelwise classification. First a brain mask was determined with the brain-extraction tool [31], after which every voxel within the brain mask was classified as either lesion (WML or MSL were treated the same) or non-lesion tissue.

1) Data Description: We used data with manual segmentations from three different sources:

1) 20 healthy elderly subjects from the Rotterdam Scan Study [16], scanned with three sequences: T1, PD, and FLAIR, with 0.49 \( \times \) 0.49 \( \times \) 0.80 mm\(^3\) voxel size

2) 10 MS patients from the MS Lesion Challenge [32], scanned at the Children’s Hospital of Boston with three sequences: T1, T2, and FLAIR, with 0.5 \( \times \) 0.5 \( \times \) 0.5 mm\(^3\) voxel size

3) 10 MS patients from the MS Lesion Challenge [32], scanned at the University of North Carolina with three sequences: T1, T2, and FLAIR, with 0.5 \( \times \) 0.5 \( \times \) 0.5 mm\(^3\) voxel size

Figure 6 shows slices of the three sequences for the three sources. As the PD images of Source 1 appear similar to the T2 images of Sources 2 and 3, we decided to treat these modalities to be the same.

2) Features: We performed experiments with a small and a large feature set, which were composed similarly to the feature sets for WM/GM/CSF segmentation discussed in Section IV-B2, with the difference that three MRI sequences were used instead of one, and the Gaussian kernels used for the convolution had sizes \( \sigma = 0.5, 1, \) and 2 mm\(^3\). The smaller kernel sizes account for the higher resolution of the images compared to the images used in the WM/GM/CSF experiments. This resulted in a feature set of 6 features and a set of 33 features.

3) Train and Test Sets: Since lesion voxels appear bright on FLAIR scans, we first discarded all voxels with a low FLAIR intensity. The threshold was set to 0.75 on the normalized FLAIR image, discarding most of the CSF and some GM voxels. For the reported learning curves only voxels with a FLAIR intensity above this threshold were selected for training and testing.

For Sources 1 and 2 train and test data was obtained by randomly selecting 1% of the lesion voxels in the image and then randomly selecting non-lesion voxels above the FLAIR threshold, so that a total of 5 000 samples per image were selected. The images of Source 3 contain only few lesion voxels, since these subjects were less affected and the images were also more conservatively segmented. To still have a reasonable number of lesion samples in Source 3 4% of all lesion voxels was selected. This resulted in training and test sets with a lesion percentage of 13% for Source 1, 15% for Source 2, and 10% for Source 3.

One to eight same-distribution training images different from the test images were selected from the same-distribution source, where from each image 200 same-distribution training samples were randomly selected in the way mentioned above. From the different-distribution sources 2 000 \( T_d \) samples were selected per source.

Mean classification errors were obtained by performing multiple experiments for differing numbers of \( T_s \) images, where every image in the same-distribution source was once used as first training image, once as second training image, etcetera. The images from the same-distribution source that were not used for training were used for testing, where the accuracy was determined on test sets of 5 000 samples per image.

4) Experiments for MS Lesion Challenge: We also calculated complete segmentations on 30 test images of the MS Lesion challenge, and submitted these to the challenge. Of the 30 test images 17 were acquired at the Children’s Hospital of Boston (CHB, Source 2), and 13 at the University of North Carolina (UNC, Source 3). Segmentations were performed with RSVM on 33 features, which was the classifier that overall performed best in the experiments with eight same-distribution images.

In order to obtain a competing segmentation framework, the classifier was trained on more \( T_s \) samples than used in the learning curves. To speed up the calculation, only
few \(T_d\) samples were used. A total of 50,000 \(T_s\) samples were selected from the ten same-distribution training images and 4,000 \(T_d\) samples were selected from the two different-distribution sources.

The classification parameters were set in a slightly different way than for the previous experiments. The SVM parameters \(C\) and \(\gamma\) were obtained with a grid-search experiment on the ten same-distribution images with a regular SVM. The parameter \(R_R\) was determined with a cross-validation experiment on the ten same-distribution images. In turn one same-distribution image was selected as test image, while the other nine same-distribution images were used as training data, together with the \(T_d\) samples. The value for \(R_R\) with the highest accuracy was selected.

The RSVM classifier was used to calculate a posterior probability \(P(y = 1|x)\) per test voxel. The final segmentations were obtained by thresholding the posterior probability. The threshold was set differently for the two sources in the challenge data, in such a way that for the ten same-distribution training images the lesion volume in the manual and the automatic segmentation was equal.

We noticed that lesions voxels in the middle of large lesions often had lower intensities than the surrounding lesion voxels, which sometimes caused these voxels to be misclassified as non-lesion voxels. This was solved by a post-processing step, where groups of non-lesion-voxels that in the \(x\) and \(y\) direction were surrounded by lesion voxels, were classified to be lesion voxels.

The performance of our classifier on the test images of the MS Lesion Challenge was evaluated against two expert manual segmentations: segmentations from the expert who segmented the training data in Source 2, and segmentations from the expert who segmented the training data in Source 3. The segmentations were evaluated on four error metrics: relative absolute volume difference (RAVD), average symmetric surface distance (ASSD), true positive rate (TPR), and false positive rate (FPR) [32].

5) Influence of Normalization: We performed experiments with two different types of normalization, similar to the experiments on GM/WM/CSF segmentation. In these experiments images from the three modalities (T1, T2/PD, and FLAIR) were all normalized with 4-96th percentile range matching, min-max range matching, and the tenth-percentile matching of Nyúl et al. [21]. These experiments were performed on the dataset with 33 features for the SVM \(T\), SVM \(T_s\), WSVM, RSVM, and A-SVM classifier.

V. RESULTS

A. Brain-Tissue Segmentation

1) Comparison of Classifiers: Figures 2(a) and (b) give the learning curves for all classifiers on 4 and 13 features respectively. These learning curves show the mean classification errors on all 56 target images as a function of the number of same-distribution samples \(T_s\), which were obtained from a single image. For both feature sets the SVM on all training samples \(T\) outperformed the SVM on only \(T_s\) when the number of \(T_s\) samples was small. When more \(T_s\) samples were added SVM \(T_s\) outperformed the SVM \(T\) classifier. Transfer learning improved classification compared to these two supervised-learning techniques. For SVM \(T\) classification errors were slightly lower for 13 features than for 4 features, which shows that the nine extra features hold additional information over the first four features. For the SVM \(T_s\) classifier errors were lower for four features, because of the curse of dimensionality.

Overall, the use of transfer learning improved classification compared to the two supervised-learning techniques. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show the percentage reduction in classification error of the different classifiers compared to the SVM \(T_s\) classifier. These two figures include 95%-confidence intervals (CIs) of the mean improvement of TrAdaBoost and A-SVM. To avoid cluttering the figure not all CIs are shown, but those of SVM \(T\), WSVM, and RSVM were similar to the CI of A-SVM. Overall A-SVM performed best, except for fewer than 15 \(T_s\) samples, where WSVM performed best. A-SVM significantly outperformed SVM \(T_s\) for the whole range of \(T_s\) samples, WSVM significantly outperformed SVM \(T_s\) for up to 150 \(T_s\) samples for four features, and 70 \(T_s\) samples for 13 features. RSVM performed slightly worse than WSVM for both configurations, and only outperformed SVM \(T_s\) for less than 50 \(T_s\) samples on four features. TrAdaBoost performed poorly for both feature sets, and showed much higher variance than the other classifiers.

2) Comparison with Existing Methods: We compared full image segmentations with existing brain-tissue-segmentation methods for the rightmost point in the learning curves (200 \(T_s\) samples). Except for A-SVM on 13 features, the transfer classifiers did not give an improvement over SVM \(T_s\) at this point of the feature curves, as can be seen from Fig. 2. The goal of these experiments was therefore not to investigate whether the transfer classifiers improve over other techniques, but to investigate whether our SVM \(T_s\) and transfer classifiers compare to available segmentation techniques.

Table I compares the performance of the SVM \(T_s\) classifier and three transfer classifiers: WSVM, RSVM, and A-SVM, with segmentations obtained with SPM8 [3]. For SVM \(T_s\) and the three transfer classifiers four features were used. TrAdaBoost was not included because of its poor performance and high computational load, which was caused by the large number of iterations. SVM \(T_s\), WSVM, RSVM, and A-SVM were all significantly better than SPM8, but not significantly different from each other, based on a Friedman test with the significance threshold at \(P = 0.05\). The table also includes the Dice scores of the best classifier in the brain-tissue-segmentation accuracy study of De Boer et al. [8], who used the Source 1 data to evaluate several brain-tissue-segmentation methods. In this study the best results were obtained with a \(k\)NN classifier [37]. Our classifiers obtained similar scores on WM and GM as the \(k\)NN classifier. Our classifiers also greatly outperformed the \(k\)NN classifier on CSF, but the main reason for this is that we tested within the manually segmented brain mask, whereas for the \(k\)NN classifier the brain was segmented by atlas registration. This causes additional errors, especially in the sulcal CSF.

Figure 3 shows examples of the resulting segmentations
with the WSVM on the four sources.

We also compared our complete segmentations on Source 4, the IBSR data with 20 subjects, to various methods that reported their performance on the same data. Table II shows mean Tanimoto coefficients for CSF, GM, WM, and the sum of GM and WM, and CSF, GM, and WM. The first six entries are clustering methods, reported on the IBSR website\(^2\), the other nine methods were collected from literature. Not all methods reported overlap values for the CSF. The best results were obtained with a decision forest classifier [43], which was trained and tested in cross validation on all remaining images. Our SVM \(T_s\) classifier and the three tested transfer classifiers WSVM, RSVM, and A-SVM, outperformed most of the other methods as well as SPM8.

3) Influence of Normalization: Figure 4 shows the learning curves for the three types of normalization. Min-Max range matching, for which the results are shown in Figure 4(b) led to higher mean classification errors than 4-96th percentile range matching. Also, for min-max range matching the SVM \(T_s\) classifier performed worse than the SVM \(T_s\) classifier regardless of the number of \(T_s\) samples, indicating that the min-max normalization is not sufficient, even within the same source. Applying the more extensive normalization of Nyúl et al. [21], for which the result is shown in Figure 4(c), did not give better overall results than when 4-96th percentile range matching was applied. The performance of the SVM \(T_s\) and the transfer classifiers was similar for the two normalization techniques, but the SVM \(T_s\) classifier performed slightly better for the 4-96th percentile range matching. This indicates that more extensive normalization is not needed to normalize within sources, and slightly hurts the performance of classification between sources. The use of a transfer classifier improved classification of the two supervised-learning classifiers regardless of the used normalization technique.

B. MSL and WML Segmentation

1) Comparison of Classifiers: We performed a similar set of cross-validation experiments for MSL and WML segmentation. Figures 5(a) and (b) show the mean learning curves of the six classifiers on 6 and 33 features respectively. A very similar pattern can be seen as in the learning curves for GM/WM/CSF segmentation: for a small amount of \(T_s\) data SVM \(T_s\) was the best supervised-learning classifier, whereas for more \(T_s\) data SVM \(T_s\) performed better. The transfer classifiers WSVM and RSVM improved over these two supervised-learning classifiers up to a point where a relatively large number of same-distribution training images was available. At this point SVM \(T_s\), WSVM and RSVM converged to the same error rate. All classifiers performed better on 33 features than on 6. Figures 5(c) and (d) show the improvement over SVM \(T_s\) for SVM \(T_s\), WSVM, RSVM, TrAdaBoost, and A-SVM, for 6 and 33 features. The figures include CIs for some of the classifiers. The CIs of the other classifiers were similar to that of WSVM. WSVM and RSVM overall performed best, significantly outperforming SVM \(T_s\) for up to five \(T_s\) images (three for RSVM on 33 features). WSVM seems to perform slightly worse than RSVM on 33 features, but this difference is not significant. Similar to the GM/WM/CSF experiments

\(^2\)http://www.cma.mgh.harvard.edu/ibsr/
TrAdaBoost overall performed poorly, with a larger variance than the other classifiers. A-SVM, which overall performed best on the WM/GM/CSF experiments, did not perform well in the lesion-segmentation experiments.

Figure 6 shows resulting segmentations of the RSVM classifier on 33 features with eight same-distribution images, where the threshold on the posterior probabilities was selected so that the total lesion volume equaled that in the manual segmentation.

2) MS Lesion Challenge: Table III shows the mean scores obtained on the 30 test images of the MS Lesion Challenge data. The scores were designed such that a score of 90 is comparable to expert segmentations. Our method performed slightly better on the CHB data than on the UNC data, with scores of 80 and 75 respectively. At the moment of writing the website of the MS Lesion Challenge listed the performance of 35 segmentation algorithms. With a total score of 77.9083 our method ranked second on a total of eight methods that segmented all 30 test images. The other 27 methods segmented only 23 test images (14 CHB, 9 UNC), on which our algorithm obtained a total score of 81.2174. Nine of the 27 methods had a higher score on the 23 test images than our algorithm.

3) Influence of Normalization: Figure 7 shows the learning curves for the three types of normalization. Like for WM/GM/CSF segmentation, the Min-Max range matching, shown in Figure 4(b), led to higher mean classification errors than 4-96th percentile range matching. The more extensive normalization of Nyúl et al. [21], for which the result is shown in Figure 7(c), gave similar results as 4-96th percentile range matching. Slight differences are visible when the normalization of Nyúl et al. [21] is used, compared to 4-96th percentile range matching.

VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

We presented a transfer-learning approach to image segmentation, which enables supervised segmentation of images acquired with different MRI scanners and/or imaging protocols. The presented transfer classifiers benefit from training
data acquired with different protocols, so-called different-distribution training data ($T_s$), and therefore compared to a regular supervised classifier, need fewer labeled samples that are exactly representative of the target data, the so-called same-distribution training data ($T_s$), to obtain the same result. The benefits of transfer learning over standard supervised learning were evaluated with experiments on WM/GM/CSF segmentation and WML and MSL segmentation on MRI brain scans obtained with various scanners and scan protocols, with varying numbers of $T_s$ samples. The experiments showed a clear improvement in performance when transfer learning was used. Specifically, for a small number of $T_s$ samples transfer learning greatly outperformed the supervised-learning classifiers, minimizing mean classification errors by up to 60%. Also, when the required accuracy is set, the use of a transfer classifier typically reduces the required number of $T_s$ training samples. Ultimately, when enough $T_s$ samples were available to reliably train a supervised classification scheme, a regular SVM on $T_s$ and the best-performing transfer classifiers reached similar performance.

For GM/WM/CSF segmentation, a relatively easy task, a regular SVM on $T_s$ reached the same performance as the best transfer classifiers at an earlier point than was the case for the lesion segmentation. Also, intuitively transfer learning could bring more improvement when more features are used, since higher-dimensional feature spaces generally require more training samples. This could clearly be seen in the experiments on WML/MSL segmentation. On the experiments on brain-tissue classification however, only one of the transfer classifiers gave more improvement on the larger feature set.

We presented and evaluated four transfer classifiers: Weighted SVM (WSVM), Reweighted SVM (RSVM), TrAdaBoost, and Adaptive SVM (A-SVM). WSVM showed to be the most consistent classifier of the four; for a small number of $T_s$ samples, it outperformed the regular SVMs on all training data $T$ and on only $T_s$ in all learning curves. RSVM generally performed similar to the WSVM on the lesion segmentation experiments, but worse than the WSVM on the WM/GM/CSF segmentation experiments. TrAdaBoost
Figure 6. Examples of resulting segmentations of the RSVM classifier on 33 features after training on \( T_s \) samples from eight images and 4000 \( T_d \) samples. Figures (d),(i),(n) show the posterior outputs of the classifier, and Figures (e),(j),(o) show the final segmentation in blue, the manual segmentation in yellow, and the overlap between the two in green. The true positive rates (TPRs) and false positive rates (FPRs) for the showed slices were (e): TPR=92%, FPR=14%, (j): TPR=47%, FPR=49%, (o): TPR=48%, FPR=45%.

Figure 7. Learning curves for WML/MSL segmentation, showing mean classification error as a function of the number of \( T_s \) samples on 13 features for three different normalization techniques. (a) equals the image in Fig. 5(b) and includes range matching between the 4th and 96th percentile, (b) includes range matching between the minimum and maximum value, and (c) includes the normalization of Nyúl et al. [21].

showed the worst results, never outperforming the two baseline supervised-learning classifiers. It especially performed badly for lesion segmentation, where classification errors increased for an increasing number of \( T_s \) samples. We think TrAdaBoost is likely to experience difficulties when there is class overlap in the \( T_s \) samples. Since the weights of misclassified \( T_s \) samples are increased, this can make the classifier focus too much on a few initially misclassified \( T_s \) samples. The performance of A-SVM was dependent on the classification task. It performed very well on the WM/GM/CSF segmentation experiments when more than 15 \( T_s \) samples were available, in most cases greatly outperforming all other classifiers, whereas it did not give an overall good performance on the lesion-segmentation experiments. A-SVM is the only classifier of the four that does not explicitly take the \( T_d \) samples into account. It therefore incorporates less knowledge of the distribution of the \( T_d \) samples, such as the amount of class overlap and the class prior probabilities, which might be disadvantageous in some cases. Further investigating which of the different transfer classifiers are best suitable for which situation might be an interesting direction for future work.

We also investigated the influence of three image normalization techniques. In our experiments min-max normalization led to larger classification errors than the 4th-96th percentile
range matching, both between and within sources. The more extensive normalization method of Nyúl et al. [21] overall slightly increased classification errors for the WM/GM/CSF segmentation experiments, and slightly decreased errors for WML and MSL segmentation. This is in contrast to results by Shah et al. [27], who showed that this normalization can greatly improve performance on images from different sources. For all normalization techniques a transfer-learning classifier could still bring improvement over the regular classifiers, indicating that although a more advanced normalization procedure could reduce differences between images from different scanners, transfer learning is still beneficial.

In the experiments the SVM parameters $C$ and $\gamma$ were determined with a regular SVM on $T_s$, which gave the regular SVMs an advantage over the transfer classifiers. The performance of the transfer classifiers may therefore still be improved by determining the optimal $C$ and $\gamma$ for each classifier separately, for instance by grid search on the different-distribution sources. To facilitate the large number of experiments required for the learning curves however, we chose to keep these parameters fixed. The classifier-specific parameters of the transfer classifiers were tuned using cross validation on the different-distribution sources, assuming that the differences and similarities between those sources were representative of the differences and similarities that can be expected in general between $T_s$ and $T_d$ data. Another option would be to include $T_s$ data when determining the transfer parameters. As we wanted to study the behavior of the transfer classifiers also for very few $T_s$ samples, this technique was only used in the experiments for the MS-lesion challenge. It could also be beneficial to apply different transfer parameters for each of the different-distribution sources, depending on the similarity with the target data. Exploring other ways of determining classifier parameters will be a topic of further research.

The three transfer classifiers WSVM, RSVM, and A-SVM provided good segmentations in comparison to results reported in literature. In Table I we compared our WM/GM/CSF segmentations obtained with SPM8 [3], a state-of-the-art brain-tissue segmentation tool. On all four sources WSVM, RSVM, and A-SVM outperformed SPM8. In Table II we reported the performance of various methods on the IBSR data with 20 subjects. Our transfer classifiers outperformed 12 of the 16 methods. One of the methods that outperformed our classifiers was trained and tested in cross validation, using many more same-distribution training images than our methods, and the other three used a much more sophisticated bias-correction scheme. Using our methods as part of such a scheme could increase the performance on this dataset. Also, in the MRBrainS134 brain-tissue-segmentation challenge our SVM classification scheme ranked second, only to be beaten by a semi-automatic method. In the MS-lesion challenge our RSVM ranked second out of nine methods on all test data, and tenth out of 26 methods on a subset.

For MRI brain-tissue segmentation several other techniques have been developed to facilitate image segmentation across scanners. Cocosco et al. [5] used a registered probabilistic tissue atlas to automatically select “training” samples from target images, based on which a kNN classifier was trained to segment the whole image. Freesurfer [11] first automatically segments the voxels with the highest intensities (within a brain mask) as WM, after which the GM is identified by dilation of the WM tissue following the intensity gradients up until the point where a decrease in intensity indicates the boundary between GM and CSF. A different often used approach is unsupervised classification by the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [19], [34], [38], [39]. Here segmentation of the target data is performed by alternating between optimization of the source-specific model parameters given the segmentation of the previous step, and optimizing the segmentation given the determined model parameters. The state-of-the-art brain-tissue-segmentation method SPM is also based on such an EM-optimization [3]. All these methods do not use any labeled samples of the target data. This makes it easy to apply these techniques to new data. However, as our experiment prove superiority of transfer learning over SPM, we may conclude that a small amount of manually labeled $T_s$ data used in a transfer-learning framework, can greatly improve the performance.

Many of the techniques mentioned above combine voxel-wise classification with atlas-based prior tissue probabilities, partial-volume modeling, and/or Markov-Random-Field modeling. In this work we have restricted ourselves to voxelwise classification, to allow for a direct comparison of the different learning techniques. However, the established transfer-learning framework could also be used as the basis of a more advanced segmentation scheme, replacing the voxelwise classification step in any of the mentioned techniques.

In the experiments we have focused on MRI brain segmentation. However, the variability in imaging protocols forms a common problem across most applications. We expect that transfer learning can also improve supervised algorithms in many other segmentation and image analysis tasks.

We believe that transfer learning is a promising approach to biomedical image analysis. In applications for which data with ground truth labels is available from other studies, transfer learning can significantly decrease the amount of representative training data needed. This facilitates the application of supervised techniques in large multi-center studies and in clinical practice.
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